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Tough Boris 
Book by Mem Fox 

Illustrated by Kathryn Brown 

Name ______________________  Date _______   

 
 What was the pirate's name?  __________________ 
 This pirate was: 
 
 T__________     M__________     
 
 Scr________ 
 
 G__________     F___________   Sca________ 
 
 What did he do when his parrot died? 
 
 _______________________________________ 
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Tough Boris 
By Mem Fox 

Illustrated by Kathryn Brown 

Name ______________________   Date _______ 
 

 What was the pirate's name?  Boris van der Borch 
 This pirate was: 
     tough                  massive               scruffy 
 
     greedy                fearless              scary 
 
 What did he do when his parrot died? 
He cried and cried. 
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